Abstract. Many database queries can be formulated in terms of expressions whose operands represent tables of information (relations) and whose operators are the relational operations select, project, and join. This paper studies the equivalence problem for these relational expressions, with expression optimization in mind. A matrix, called a tableau, is proposed as a natural representative for the value of an expression. It is shown how tableaux can be made to reflect functional dependencies among attributes. A polynomial time algorithm is presented for the equivalence of tableaux that correspond to an important subset of expressions, although the equivalence problem is shown to be NP-complete under slightly more general circumstances.
1. Introduction. Codd's relational algebra is a high-level query language in which questions can be posed simply and succinctly [9] , 11]. Concepts from relational algebra have been incorporated into the design of several new database query languages [13] .
Expressions in relational algebra manipulate tables of information (called relations) by means of high-level operations such as select, project, and join. A disadvantage of relational algebra as a query language is that the efficiency with which a query can be answered varies considerably with the manner in which the query is formulated. The very flexibility of the language makes it easy to express queries that are hard to implement or for which efficient implementations are hard to find.
Consequently, a number of papers [17] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [23] , [25] have considered transformations that "optimize" relational queries. Like most work in code "optimization," however, these transformations improve expressions under some cost criterion, but do not claim to produce an equivalent expression of least cost. Chandra and Merlin [8] show how to perform true optimization on a large class of queries, but their algorithm is exponential in the size of the query.
In this paper we consider the inherent computational complexity of determining whether two queries are equivalent, with an eye toward globally optimizing queries under a variety of cost measures. We restrict the relational algebra to include only the three operators" select, project, and join. We show that the optimization problem for even this restricted subset of relational algebra is computationally difficult (NPcomplete).
We introduce tableaux, two-dimensional representations of queries. Tableaux may be viewed as a form of Zloof's "Query-by-Example" language [27] and also as a stylized notation for a subset of Chandra and Merlin's "conjunctive queries" [8] . The tableau immediately removes one objection (see [24] , e.g.) to relational algebra as a query language, since tableaux are nonprocedural representations of queries in exactly the sense that relational calculus [9] , [11] is nonprocedural.
We reduce the equivalence problem for queries to the analogous problem for tableaux. One advantage of the tableau approach is that it allows us to deal with functional dependencies mechanically, a feature not possessed by more direct techniques. We then show how to minimize the number of rows in a tableau, an operation that corresponds to minimizing the number of joins needed to evaluate a query. Since join is typically a very expensive operator to implement, this approach is a good "first crack" at reducing the cost of evaluating a query. Row minimization also serves to eliminate common subexpressions from a query.
Next we introduce "simple tableaux," a subclass of tableau for which we can show the equivalence and optimization problems that were computationally difficult for general tableaux are now tractable. Although the set of queries having simple tableaux is a proper subset of the set of relational expressions, we nevertheless feel that most practical queries that contain only selects, projects, and joins can be represented by simple tableaux. We conclude the paper with a discussion of some remaining problems. 2 relation is just the "current value" of a relation scheme. The relation is said to be defined on the set of attributes of the relation scheme.
Example 1, Suppose we have the two relation schemes PAT and PR, representing two tables, one with columns P, A, and T, the other with columns P and R. (P stands for Paper-number, A for Author, T for Title, R for Referee.) Figure 1 shows two relations that might be current values of these relation schdmes. [4] , [9] and multivalued [7] , [14] , [15] , [26] dependencies are examples of such constraints. In this paper we assume all dependencies are functional. Our theory carries over to multivalued dependencies as well, although an efficient equivalence test in that case is elusive.
A functional dependency is a statement X-, Y, where X and Y are sets of attributes. A relation r satisfies this functional dependency if and only if for all/z and u in r the following condition holds: If/z (A)= u(A) for all A in X, then (B)= u(B) for all B in Y. That is, if two rows of r agree in the columns for X, then they must agree in the columns for Y. Note that if r satisfies a given set of dependencies, then it may also satisfy additional dependencies, e.g., if r satisfies A -> B and B --> C, it also satisfies A --> C. For a set of attributes X, we define X*, the closure of X, as follows:
(1) x _x*.
(2) If Y _ X*, and Y Z is a iven functional dependency, then Z X*. (3) No attribute is in X* unless it so follows from (1) and (2) .
We write X Y if Y _ X*. Essentially, X Y means that the functional dependency X--> Y is in, or can be derived from, the given set of dependencies. Two sets of dependencies are equivalent if, for all X, the set X* is the same under either set of dependencies. It is well known that any set of dependencies is equivalent to a set in which each right side consists of a single attribute, and we henceforth assume all sets of functional dependencies are of this form.
2.3. Restricted relational expressions. In this paper we shall consider relational expressions in which the only operators are select, project, and (natural) join. The operands are relation schemes. The operators are defined as follows.
(1) Select. Let r be a relation on a set of attributes X, A an attribute in X, and c a value from the domain of A. Then the selection A c, written O'A=c(r), is the set {IX[ is in r and Ix (A)= c} that is, the subset of r having value c for attribute A.
(2) Pro]ect. Let r be a relation on a set of attributes X. Let Y be a subset of X. We define ry(r), the pro]ection of r onto Y, to be the relation obtained by removing all the components of the tuples of r that do not belong to Y and identifying common tuples.
That is, Try(r)= {ulu has components for all and only the attributes of Y, and for some Ix in r, u(A) Ix Even with these three simple operators we can pose a variety of interesting queries. Here are two examples that refer to the database in Fig. 1 .
(1) The query "List the author of the paper All About Dogs" can be represented by the expression 7rA(tr T="All About Dogs" (PA T)).
(2) "List the authors and titles of all papers refereed by Turtle" becomes "I'I'AT (O"R--"Turtle" (PA T t PR )).
With these operators we can also define Cartesian product (if in a join the sets of attributes for the two relations are made disjoint) and intersection (which is a special case of the natural join where the two relations are over the same set of attributes). The relational algebra of Codd [9] , 11] includes other operators, and to make a "complete" set we would need to add union, set difference and selections involving arithmetic comparisons between two components of a tuple.
Expression values.
The notion that a relation is the "value" of a relation scheme can be generalized to expressions. Let E be an expression with operand relation schemes R1, R2,.'' ,Rk. An assignment associates a relation ri with each relation scheme Ri, 1 -< -<_ k. Given an assignment a of relations to relation schemes, the [4] , [7] have viewed a database as though a single universal relation exists at each instant of time. In this framework we restrict assignments of values to relation schemes R, R2,"', Rk by insisting that there be some relation I on the set of attributes LI k i= 1Ri such that the value ri assigned to R is 71"Ri (I). We call such a relation I an instance of the universe, or just an instance. If ,, (El)= ,,, (E2) for all assignments a obtained in this way from an instance, then we say E and E2 are weakly equivalent, and write E E2.
The notion of weak equivalence is also well motivated. It is essential when we deal with equivalences between expressions whose operands are different relation schemes.
For example, it allows the treatment of lossless joins, as in [1], [22] , [26] , and it is the notion of equivalence underlying the normal form decompositions of [9] , [10] .
We shall deal with weak equivalence, which we hereafter call simply equivalence, almost exclusively in this paper, ending with a demonstration of how our ideas carry over to strong equivalence as well. The motivation for so doing is not our belief that strong equivalence is an inferior notion; rather our ideas are more simply expressed Proof. This result follows immediately from the definitions. [:] 3.3. Representation of expressions by tableaux. In this section we show how to construct a tableaux to represent any expression over the operators select, project, and join. The construction proceeds inductively by first building tableaux for the individual operands of an expression, and then combining these tableaux to form tableaux for larger and larger subexpressions, until a tableau for the entire expression is found. The rules for building a tableaux T for an expression E are:
(1) If E is a single relation scheme R, then the tableau T for E has one row and a summary such that:
(i) If A is an attribute in R, then in the column for A, tableau T has the same distinguished variable in the summary and row.
(ii) If A is not in R, then its column has a blank in the summary and a nondistinguished variable in the row.
(2a) Suppose E of the form O'A=c(E1), and we have constructed T1, the tableau for El. T for E is constructed by replacing a by c whenever it appears in T.
(2b) Suppose E is of the form "rrx(E), and T1 is the tableau for El. (iii) If T has a distinguished variable a in the summary column for A, and we construct T for E by replacing a by c whenever it appears in T1, then we claim that for all I, T(I) crA=c(Tl(I)). In proof, suppose p is a map from the symbols of T1 to a set of constants C. Let w0, w 1,..', wn be the summary and rows of T, and let Wo,' w I, , w', be the same for T. That is, w is wi with a replaced by c if a appears in wi. Then,
The third line above follows from the fact that w0 is known to have a in its column for A. Rule (2b). E "a'x(E). A proof of the correctness of this case is straightforward and is omitted.
Rule (2c (ii) If no corresponding positions in the summaries have distinct constants, we claim that T(I)-Tx(I) T2(I) for all I. Let w0 be the summary of T. Let xj, 0-<_ <-n, and y, 0_-< _-< hE, be the summaries and rows of T and T2, respectively. Then TI(I) {p(Xo)lp(xi)is in I for 1 <_-i <_-n,}, T2(I) {p2(Yo)lp2(Yi)is in I for I <_-<_-n2}, TI(I) T2(I)= (0(wo)lfor some pl and p2, p agrees with pl and/or p2, respectively, on the attributes with nonblank symbols in Xo and yo, respectively, pl(Xi) is in I for 1 -<_ _-< n 1, and p2(yi) is in I for 1 _-< =< n2}.
As $1 and $2 have disjoint sets of nondistinguished variables, we may extend p to agree with pl and p2 on all symbols present in T. Therefore TI(I)N Tz(I) {p(Wo)lp(x) is in I for 1 __-< =< n and p(y) is in I for I <-<-_ n2}. It is interesting to note that Chandra and Merlin [8] prove an analogue of Theorem 1 and also its converse, using select, project and join operations that are suitably generalized to take advantage of the fact that columns are not pinned down to particular attributes, and also an operator called restriction, that in effect identifies two distinguished variables of the same relation. However, in our model the converse to Theorem 1 is false. That is, there are tableaux that come from no expression, as the following example shows. A similar contradiction is obtained no matter which two rows we assume are grouped first.
In fact, even had we introduced a restriction operator, we could not produce the above tableau. In proof, note that if a tableau has a symbol appearing in two columns, the operations on tableaux corresponding to select, project and join preserve that property. Since the above tableau has no symbol in both columns, we know that restriction could be of no help in forming it.
We know of no natural set of operators that characterizes tableaux exactly.
The construction rules above can also be used to define the operations select, project and join on tableaux. The result of applying any one of these operations to tableaux (not necessarily tableaux derived from expressions) is defined to be the tableau described in the rule for that operation.
4. Testing equivalence of tableaux. In this section we shall give a method for testing the equivalence of tableaux, thus providing an algorithm for testing the equivalence of expressions.
4.1. Homomorphisms. Chandra and Merlin [8] give a necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of conjunctive queries in terms of "homomorphisms," which are symbol-symbol mappings with certain properties. We shall prove the analogous result here for tableaux. We shall then prove a dual formulation of the equivalence test of [8] which implies that the given expression is equivalent to ABCNACD in the presence of the dependencies B A C. I1 Suppose that T is a tableau and F is a given set of functional dependencies. Let and ] be two rows of T, and let X be the set of all the attributes whose corresponding columns have identical symbols in row and row ]. For every column in X*, we can equate the symbols that appear in this column in row and row/" wherever they appear in T. This process can be applied recursively until no more symbols can be equated. The result is a tableau T' that is equivalent to T for every instance in which F holds, by Lemma 2. It is easy to show that T' is unique for T up to renaming of variables, since the above transformation on tableaux is a "Finite Church-Rosser System" [3] . Informally, if two symbols can be equated, they will always be equatable, no matter what other symbols are equated.
If no symbols of T may be equated because of a set of functional dependencies F, we say Tsatisfies F. The result T' of equating symbols of any tableau T according to the above rules, until no more can be equated is called the limit of T with respect to F. By using the algorithm of [5] , [6] to compute X* for sets of attributes X, we can construct the limit of T in time proportional to the square of the input size (the space needed to write down F and T). The We assume the reader is familiar with the notion of an NP-complete problem. This class of problems was first considered in [12] , [18] . There is strong evidence that these problems are intractable in general, that is, there is no algorithm for any of these problems which, on every input, will take less than exponential time. References [2] , [16] present the methodology and theory behind NP-completeness results, as well as enumerating many of the known NP-complete problems.
In this section we show that the equivalence and containment problems for tableaux are NP-complete even in the following special cases:
(1) The tableaux come from expressions that have no select operators, but there is a set of functional dependencies that must be satisified.
(2) The tableaux come from expressions (including select operators), but no dependencies need be satisfied. Under the same conditions, the problem of determining whether T1 _ T2 for two tableaux T1 and T2 is also NP-complete. Moreover, even if TI is a tableau with the same summary as T2, and the rows of T1 are a subset of those of T2, it is NP-complete to determine whether T =-T2. This implies that minimizing the rows of a tableau is also very likely an exponential process in the worst case. Our NP-completeness results strengthen those in [8] since our restricted relational expressions are a subset of the class of conjunctive queries.
5.1. The satisfiability problem. All the results use almost the same reduction from the 3-satisfiability problem, shown NP-complete in [12] ; see also [2] , [16] For part (3) , simply observe that the rows of Uz constructed in part (2) are a subset of the rows of Parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 7 say that the problem of testing equivalence or containment of expressions is almost certainly an intractable one, that is, no general algorithms of less than exponential complexity exist. Part (3) says that the problem of eliminating redundant rows of the tableau derived from one of these expressions is also likely to be intractable. Proof. Let T and T be the limits of 1 and .a bove with respect to the functional dependencies given above. Then T x, and in each of columns q + 1 through q + n of T, there is one nondistinguished variable where Tz, defined previously, has 0, and another where Tz has 1. Other than this, the first q + n columns of T are the same as Tz. As T has distinct nondistinguished variables in all positions of its last n columns, it follows as in Lemma 4 that there is a containment mapping from T to T if and only if the Boolean expression F is satisfiable. By Theorem 6. A polynomial-time equivalence algorithm for a subclass of tableaux. In this section we define "simple tableaux," a large subclass of tableaux for which we can find a polynomial-time algorithm to decide equivalence. Note that some simple tableaux do not come from expressions.
NP-
Intuitively, the algorithm for equivalence of simple tableaux works as follows. Suppose first that no column has any repeated nondistinguished variables. When we are dealing with equivalence, rather than containment, we can rule out containment mappings in which a distinguished variable maps to a constant. Therefore, to check for the existence of containment mappings in the situation where no nondistinguished variable repeats, we have only to examine each row r to see whether there is another row r' in the other tableau such that r' has a distinguished variable or identical constant wherever r has a distinguished variable or constant.
However, simple tableaux admit repeated nondistinguished variables in a column, provided there is not also another repeated symbol of any sort appearing in two rowsof that column. Let T1 and T2 be equivalent simple tableaux and A a column of T1 with repeated nondistinguished variable bl. As T1 and T2 are equivalent, there is a containment mapping 01 from T1 to T2, and another containment mapping 02 from Tz to T1. It is easy to check that the composition of containment mappings is a containment mapping, so we may consider the containment mapping 02" 01 from T1 to itself, as suggested in Fig. 4 . (a) 02" 01 maps rows in S to two or more rows of (b) 02" 01 maps all rows in S to a single row r. In case (b) we can eliminate all rows in S (except r if it is in S) from T1, and the result will be a tableau equivalent to T1. In case (a) we know that 02" 01(w) is in S for all w in $, because by the hypothesis that T1 is simple, no pair of rows other than those in S have the same symbol in the column for A. Moreover, 01 maps S to at least two rows, and these rows must have the same nondistinguished variable in column A. For if they had a distinguished variable or constant, 02 could not map them to rows in S. Thus in case (a) there is a repeated nondistinguished variable b2 in column A of T2.
Our algorithm works as follows. We search for a column A in which one tableau has a repeated nondistinguished variable in some set of rows S. If We say x covers a set of rows S if x covers every row in S. Proof (If) . We can map each row of T to a row of T2 that covers it. As there are no repeated nondistinguished variables, this ,aapping is a containment mapping. Thus T1 _ _ . T2. In the same way, T2_ T1, so T1--T.. Proof. Case 1. Suppose x is not in CLw(S3) in T'. We prove by induction on the length of a w-chain in T from y to some z in $2, that in T', y is in CLw(S3).
Basis. Length 1. Here y is in $2, since it has the same nondistinguished variable as z in column B. Suppose y is not in $3. Then y is in CL(S1). Since $3 has at least two elements, we may assume that z is in $3-{x} and, therefore, z is not in CLx(S1). Then x must have the same nondistinguished variable as y and z in column B, else z would be in CL(S1). Therefore x is in $2, and as x is certainly not in CLx(S1) -{x}, it follows that x is in $3, a contradiction.
Induction. Let there be a chain of length k > 1, say y z 1, z2, , Zk Z from y to Z. By the inductive hypothesis, Z2 is in CLw(S3) in T'. Now there is a column such that y and Z2 have the same nondistinguished variable, and w has a different symbol there. If x has the repeated nondistinguished variable in that column, then x is in CLw(S3). As we assume x not to be in CLw(S3), if y is in CLx(S1), then Z2 is in CL(S1), and therefore not in CL(S3). It follows that y is present in T' and therefore in CL(S3) in T'. Thus w coverg CLw(S2) in T, and the lemma follows. In the main procedure, lines (12) and (13) take O(s3t2) time by the foregoing argument. Line (14) takes O(sEt) time, so the entire algorithm takes o(sat2) time.
COROLLARY. If n is the size of the input (i.e., n is the space needed to write down T1 and T2), then the algorithm of Fig. 5 takes O(n 3) time.
Proof. Note that st could be replaced by n in the above analysis, and s _-< n is obvious.
( (1) rows are tagged with the relation from which they come, (2) rows have blanks in columns corresponding to attributes that are not part of the relation with which the row is tagged.
Suppose T is such a tableau, with set of symbols S, summary Wo Note that a simple tableau is also quasi-simple. Condition (a) implies that a global repeated nondistinguished variable cannot be eliminated by row covering, and therefore it can be promoted to a constant immediately. Using condition (b), we can now minimize each set of rows with the same tag separately, using the algorithm for simple tableaux.
This approach can also be used whenever a tableau has a pattern of constants and/or distinguished variables that decompose each tableau to several disjoint sets of rows, such that no rows in one set can be mapped to a row in any other set.
8.
Conclusions and open problems. Using tableaux, we have developed a "crank" that can be turned to tell whether two expressions over the set of relational operators select project, and (natural) join, are equivalent. The "crank" is capable of accounting for the effect of functional dependencies and works for either weak or strong equivalence. Although the "crank" requires exponential time in the general case, we have isolated an important special case for which a polynomial time equivalence algorithm was developed.
We have not considered the natural next step, which is to develop tools for the efficient optimization of expressions, given an arbitrary cost criterion. Our NPcompleteness results suggest that any method involving canonicalization of expressions is likely to require considerable computational effort for general expressions, so the optimization problem appears to be very hard. However, the following problems appear appropriate for examination.
(1) How far can we extend the class of expressions for which equivalence is efficiently decidable? (2) Can the equivalence test be made to work in even exponential time when there are multivalued dependencies [7] , [14] , [15] , [26] that must be satisfied? A doubly exponential algorithm follows from the techniques of 1 for multivalued dependencies.
(3) Find a complete axiom system to transform an expression into any equivalent one. Note that the number of steps needed to go between equivalent expressions might be polynomial in their size without violating the NP-completeness results or proving P NP, as finding the right sequence of steps might be hard.
